Answers given to the questions from this questionnaire are to be used exclusively in statistical purposes.

- Most of the questions has as objective to catch the characteristics of working time patterns corresponding to the professional status declared at question Q3 of the individual questionnaire IQ. Reference period starts from the moment of beginning the work under the declared professional status and ending over the week previous to the interview.

**ATENTION!**

Only questions Q12 and Q13 have as reference period last week, from Monday till Sunday inclusive.

- You may mark only one answer to a question.
- Record the answers by marking X for closed boxes ☐, figures in open boxes [ ] or text in spaces indicated by non-continuous line.
- Figures that follow the sign ➔ indicate the skip patterns.
- In case of missing the sign ➔ skip to the next question.
- Symbols written under or next to boxes are used only for data processing.

**IDENTIFICATION OF RESPONDENT PERSON**

Data by questionnaire DQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Centre code</th>
<th>Dwelling code</th>
<th>DQ code within dwelling</th>
<th>Person no. from the DQ questionnaire</th>
<th>Surname and first name</th>
<th>Date of birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Government Ordinance no 9/1992*) regarding the organisation of official statistics, with the further modifications and completions, “natural persons are obliged to provide personal data and information regarding their household and economic activity to the official statistical services, needed for conducting census and sampling surveys”.

*) Approved by Law no. 11/1994
### PERSON WHO DECLARED AT QUESTION Q3 FROM INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE THAT WAS WORKING IN MAIN ACTIVITY AS:
- employee (1)
- employer (2)
- self-employed (3)
- member of an agricultural association (5)
- member of a non-agricultural co-operative (6)

### 1. Who is determining your work methods and schedule?
- yourself ................................................................. 1 □
- employer ........................................................................ 2 □

### 2. Usually, for how many firms or customers are you working?
- for a single firm or customer ............................................. 1 □
- for more than one firm or customer ................................... 2 □

### 3. On the basis of what kind of working agreements are you working?
- ✔ Working contract
  - permanent ........................................................................ 1 □
  - temporary, on limited duration ........................................ 2 □
  - temporary, ceased to exist when product or service provided  3 □
- ✔ Civil (written) agreement for services
  - temporary, on limited duration ........................................ 4 □
  - temporary, ceased to exist when product or service provided  5 □
- ✔ Written or oral agreement
  - temporary, on limited duration ........................................ 6 □
  - temporary, ceased to exist when product or service provided  7 □

### 4. In your working agreement is it specified the number of hours for which you should work?
- ✔ Yes
  - a number of hours per day or per week is **fixed**
    (i.e. 8 hours/day, 40 hours/week) ........................................ 1 □
  - only a **minimum** number of hours per day or per week is fixed, which may be exceeded ........................................ 2 □
- ✔ No
  - working when on on-call ................................................... 3 □
  - other (specify) .................................................................. 4 □

---

Read

Following questions refer to **working conditions** established through the working agreement according to which you are carrying out your activity declared (Q4) and determined by your work schedule (Q5).
5. Which is the working pattern of your activity?

- fixed start and ending of working day .......................................................... 1
- working time banking ................................................................................. 2
- working time by mutual agreement ............................................................... 3
- a minimum number of hours is agreed by contract but the number of hours actually worked may exceed the minimum (but not paid at overtime rate) ........... 4
- determines own work schedule .................................................................... 5
- other (specify) ............................................................................................. 6

TIPPR

6. Which is the reason to work under this kind of working time arrangements?

- wishing and seeking from own initiative .................................................... 1
- not wishing but nothing else could find ..................................................... 2

MOTIP

Read

It is considered as working on shift work patterns including for those persons who, even if they have a shift working pattern, from different reasons (characteristics of processing flows, family responsibilities or health problems, training) are working on a fixed assignment to a given shift (only morning, only afternoon, only night). For these persons, at Q7 and Q8, code 1 and respectively code 5 will be marked.

7. Do you usually work on shift work patterns?

Yes ...................................................................................................................... 1

No ..................................................................................................................... 2

Not applicable .................................................................................................. 3

SCH

8. Which is your usual shift work pattern?

- continuous, 4 shifts system (including Saturday and Sunday) ..................... 1
- semi-continuous, in 3 shifts system (including night) .................................... 2
- in 2 shifts system (double day shift) ............................................................ 3
- sometimes night, sometimes day shift (including alternate 12 with 24, or 24 with 72) ................................................................. 4
- fixed assignment to a given shift (only afternoon, only evening or only night) ..... 5
- other (specify) ................................................................................................ 6

NRSCH
9. For what reason do you work on shift system?
- wishing and seeking a job with shit work pattern from own initiative
- not wishing but this was the only type of job found

10. Did you ever work overtime hours?
- Yes
- No
- Not applicable

11. How do you have the right to compensate the credit hours?
- only few hours, but less than one working day
- without any restriction, including one or more working days, even a week

Attention! following two questions have as reference period last week, from Monday till Sunday inclusive.

12. Last week did you work overtime?
- Yes
- No

13. How many hours did you work overtime during last week?
- total overtime hours
  ⇒ paid

14. Who answered to the questions?
- person himself/herself
- another household member
- other person

15. Date of filling in
- day
- month

Thank you for answering!